
LONDON: Gold hovered at slightly firmer
levels yesterday as investors kept to the
sidelines, confident that the US central
bank will hike rates, but unsure about guid-
ance for next year. Bullion was supported
by a softer dollar ahead of a US Federal
Reserve announcement later that markets
overwhelmingly expect will be an interest
rate hike of a quarter percentage point.
Markets are unsure, however, about
whether the Fed will signal more rate hikes
next year. “Gold is in no-man’s land today,
waiting for more insight from the Federal
Reserve,” said Gianclaudio Torlizzi, partner
at consultancy T-Commodity in Milan. 

“In theory the Fed might surprise on the
hawkish side, but the dollar has risen to a
level that already incorporates another two
hikes. So it’s pretty messy, the dollar is ruin-
ing the Fed’s plan.” Spot gold was up 0.3
percent at $1,161.51 an ounce by 1052
GMT and US gold futures added 0.4 per-
cent to $1,163.80. The Fed is due to release
its latest policy and interest rate statement
at 1900 GMT with new forecasts assessing
whether the economic outlook has
changed since the election. 

Higher US rates raise the opportunity
cost of holding non-yielding bullion and

normally weigh on gold, but markets have
already priced in a December rise. The dol-
lar index, which measures the greenback
against a basket of currencies, was down
0.14 percent at 100.93, having slipped from
this week’s high of 101.78 touched early on
Monday. “The market expects that maybe
(Fed Chair Janet) Yellen’s comments tonight
on rate hike projections for the next year
will not be too hawkish,” said Helen Lau, an
analyst at Argonaut Securities in Hong
Kong. “So that is the reason why dollar has
weakened a little bit, and that’s what is
supporting gold prices.”

Meanwhile, holdings of SPDR Gold
Trust, the world’s largest gold-backed
exchange-traded fund, are down over 9
pct since November. “People who invest in
ETFs will have a relatively longer-term
view, so the current rotation is rotate out
of gold to risky assets, expecting that the
US economic situation will improve,” Lau
said. Elsewhere, silver was up 0.9 percent
at $17.05 per ounce after falling nearly 1
percent in the previous session. Platinum
rose 0.4 percent to $936 an ounce.
Palladium dipped 0.3 percent to $726.85
an ounce, having risen about 1 percent on
Tuesday. — Reuters
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SYDNEY: Asia shares crept cautiously higher
yesterday while a hush settled on the US dol-
lar as investors felt certain the Federal Reserve
would raise rates for the first time in a year,
but were less sure what it might herald for
2017. European bourses were tipped to open
a shade lower by spread betters, while E-mini
futures for the S&P 500 were down a miniscule
0.02 percent. Australia led the going early
with a gain of 0.8 percent, though MSCI’s
broadest index of Asia-Pacific shares outside

Japan could only manage a 0.1 percent rise.
Japan’s Nikkei and Shanghai stocks both

dithered either side of flat, as did much of the
region. The outcome of the Fed’s policy meet-
ing will be announced at 1900 GMT, followed
by Chair Janet Yellen’s news conference half
an hour later. A quarter point move is fully
priced in, as are two more hikes next year.
Any hint that the Fed may move more aggres-
sively than that would likely send the dollar
higher and jolt emerging markets. All eyes are

thus on the Fed’s economic and rate “dot”
plots for a sense of how policymakers think
President-elect Donald Trump’s policies will
impact growth and inflation.

“As most FOMC participants are likely to
wait for more specifics on Trump’s fiscal policy
initiatives before formally altering their fore-
casts, markets may be disappointed by the
lack of additional insight provided,” said
Michelle Girard, chief US economist at RBSM.
“We expect most participants will continue to

see two to three rate hikes as appropri-
ate in 2017.” Treasuries have already
priced in a rate hike and more, with two-
year yields reaching ground last trod in
April 2010 at 1.18 percent. In contrast,
the European Central Bank only last
week extended its asset buying cam-
paign and moved to purchase more
short-term debt.

A rich spread
As a result, the spread between US

and German two-year yields is now the
widest since late 2005, with Treasuries
offering a mouth-watering premium of
191 basis points. The gap kept the euro
on the defensive at $1.0635, not far from
the recent 20-month trough at $1.0505.
The dollar was likewise steady on the yen
at 115.24 and against a basket of curren-
cies at 101.000. Speculation that a Trump
Administration will  implement more
debt-financed fiscal stimulus and cut reg-
ulation helped all three major US stock
indexes to records this week. The Dow
ended fewer than 100 points from the
magical 20,000 mark. Bank of America
Merrill Lynch’s latest survey of investors
found expectations of global growth at
19-month highs and inflation at the sec-
ond highest percentage in 12 years.

Fund managers were the most opti-

mistic about corporate profits in more
than six years and allocations to bank
stocks surged to an all-time peak. The
Dow ended Tuesday up 0.58 percent,
while the S&P 500 gained 0.65 percent
and the Nasdaq 0.95 percent. Tech stocks
joined the party as Apple climbed 1.7 per-
cent and Amazon 1.9 percent. However,
confidence in Asia toward business condi-
tions over the coming six months
dropped in the final quarter of 2016 to its
lowest level in a year as firms fretted
about sluggish demand in a persistently
low-growth economic environment, a
Thomson Reuters/INSEAD survey found.

Asian companies are par t icularly
reliant on demand from China, which is
firmly in Trump’s protectionist sights.
Bulk commodities from iron ore to coal
have also benefited from the reflation
trade, combined with signs of stronger
growth in China. Again, any hint the Fed
might step up the pace of tightening
could undo some of those gains. Oil ran
into profit-taking following a reported
rise in US crude inventories and an esti-
mate that OPEC may have produced
more crude in November than previously
thought. US crude futures, which hit a
high of $53.41 on Tuesday, were down
70 cents at $52.28 a barrel. Brent crude
eased 68 cents to $55.04. — Reuters

Asia shares creep cautiously higher
Asia resigned to Fed hike, uptight on rate outlook

YANGON: Vendors sell flowers on the sidewalk in central Yangon yesterday. — AFP 

LONDON: Oil prices fell yesterday fol-
lowing a reported rise in US crude
inventories and an estimate that OPEC
may have produced more crude in
November than previously thought,
potentially undermining a planned out-
put cut. International Brent crude
futures were down 58 cents at $55.14
per barrel at 1054 GMT. US West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) crude oil futures
were down 61 cents at $52.37 a barrel.
Traders said the price falls followed an
industry report of surprise increases in
US crude inventories.

Data from the American Petroleum
Institute showed US crude inventories
rose by 4.7 million barrels in the week to
Dec 9, compared with analysts’ expecta-
tions for a 1.6-million-barrel decline.
Official inventory data from the US
Energy Information Administration will
be released later. Markets were also
focused on an anticipated US interest
rate hike that would likely boost the
dollar,  making dollar-traded fuel
imports more expensive for countries
using other currencies.

Greg McKenna, chief market strate-
gist at foreign exchange and futures
brokerage AxiTrader, said “traders pretty
much have a Fed increase of 25 basis
points locked and loaded”. Oil traders
said prices were further depressed by a

report from the International Energy
Agency (IEA) which said it believes
OPEC pumped about 34.2 million bar-
rels per day (bpd) of crude in November,
more than 500,000 bpd above OPEC’s
official estimate for October. 

If true, that would undermine efforts
by the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries and other produc-
ers such as Russia to cut almost 1.8 mil-
lion bpd of production in an effort to
end two years of oversupply and cheap
oil. OPEC’s own November production
figures will be released later. The IEA
said global oil supply rose to a record
98.2 million bpd in November, with
OPEC’s production offsetting declines
elsewhere.

This stands against expectations of
96.95 million bpd of global oil demand
for the fourth quarter of 2016. Despite
this, the IEA said that due to increased
demand, oil  markets could show a
shortfall of 600,000 bpd early next year
if producers stick to their reduction
plans. Saudi Energy Minister Khalid Al-
Falih said yesterday it would take some
time for the market to recover after the
deal between OPEC and rival producers
to limit supplies. “We expect the impact
... in terms of fundamentals to take sev-
eral months to be reflected on the mar-
ket,” Falih told reporters.  —Reuters

Oil prices fall 

Gold ticks higher 


